
About our Seal 

 

Our seal, like our mission, is simple. It contains only two features, apart from the 
accompanying words. Despite these limited features and colors, our seal is everywhere 
pregnant with meaning & significance. 
 
 The Flame: Representative of “the Divine Spark” present within each person & 
having origin in the Source of all Inspiration, the Holy Spirit. When the Holy Spirit was 
sent to all the Faithful at Pentecost, Its descent came in the form of “Tongues of Fire.” 
Ideas, Reason, Inspiration, & Creativity are all eternal and everlasting qualities which 
human persons possess and, when properly utilized, the gifts of which echo throughout 
the ends of the earth, revealing the better aspects of our human nature. Lest we forget, 
before even human creation, the “logos,” He who is the Eternal Seat and Source of all 
Wisdom, Insight, Knowledge, Inspiration, and Creativity hovered above the abyss. Flames 
give light and all creation began with those simple words, “Let There Be Light!” We are 
also called to be “Light to the World.” In its publications, radio broadcast, and the 
insight transmitted through life-coaching individual sessions and collective seminars, we 
at “Eternal Insight,” desire to transmit the Hope & Truth of What Endures beyond this 
life… Giving, therein, Stab ility to an Unstable World. 
 
 The Postured Hand: The human hand, no doubt, likely looks a b it unusual in our 
seal. And indeed, it is anything but ordinary; it is extraordinary. In traditional 
iconography, this hand-posture represents that utilized in the imposition of a blessing. 
The raised Index, Middle, and Pinky fingers represent the three persons in One God of 
the Holy Trinity: God, the Father; God, The Son, & God, the Holy Spirit. The Ring finger 
touching the thumb represents the unity of both humanity and divinity in the Eternal 
Godhead. At “Eternal Insight,” we acknowledge that all blessings in life surge forth 
from the superabundance of Divine Goodness, Hence by the Blessing Hand is within the 
Eternal Flame. The attributes of “Eternal Insight’s” 3 services – Publishing, Radio 
Broadcast, and Life-Coaching – which include Ideas, Inspiration, Creativity, and Reason, 
are, without doubt, blessings with which we are able to encourage and confirm others in 
goodness, hope; the Promise all of which endures & remains forever unchanged in the 
reality of Spiritual Life, all which dwells in Truth beyond the illusions of this 
temporary life.  
 
The accompanying Latin on our seal reads: “Hoc Speremus In Aeternum,” literally, “Our 
hope is in what Endures!” 


